
Growth of demand side flexibility 

The scale and value of demand side 
flexibility is likely to grow significantly in the 
future as part of a smarter system and with 
technological advances. 

  Interconnection, storage and flexible 
demand – could save consumers up to 
£8bn a year by 2030 according to the 
National Infrastructure Commission1. 

  National Grid estimates that increasing 
flexibility (interconnection, storage 
and DSR) could deliver up to £2bn of 
consumer value per year by 2030. 

  National Grid has set an aspiration for 
30–50% of balancing capability from 
demand side sources by 2020. 

  The Association for Decentralised Energy 
(ADE) estimates potential for demand 
side response of 9.8 GW by 20202.

Power Responsive year 2 

In year 2 of the Power Responsive 
programme there will be key areas  
of focus.

   Deeper and broader customer 
engagement.

   Simplification of products and 
services, refresh of the Shared Services 
Framework, and provision of support 
to the ADE code of conduct for 
demand side providers.

  Evolution of flexibility markets, 
including what success looks like  
for demand side flexibility, and 
boundaries and intersects for  
networks and markets.

Power Responsive Annual Report 2016 Headlines 
Demand side flexibility

Power Responsive was set up in 2015 as a collaborative 
programme, facilitated by National Grid, working with 
business customers and the energy market to increase 
participation in demand side flexibility. Here you’ll find the 
headlines from our Annual Report that is available on the 
Power Responsive website – www.powerresponsive.com

What is demand side flexibility?

Demand side flexibility is the ability to 
change electricity output or demand  
in reaction to an external signal. The use 
of demand side flexibility tools such as 
demand side response (DSR), storage  
and distributed generation will be 
particularly important in the shift  
to a lower carbon future.

Demand side flexibility is playing an 
increasingly important role in Britain’s 
electricity markets. Businesses can  
save money and earn revenues by  
using their power more flexibly and 
effectively without impacting on their 
normal day-to-day operations. 

Why do we need  
demand side flexibility? 

There is growing recognition of the 
important role that demand side flexibility 
can, and will, play in electricity markets. 

    It reduces the need for new 
conventional generation and  
network infrastructure. 

   It supports the integration of growing 
intermittent renewable generation.

  It helps suppliers to manage 
      market risk. 

National Grid uses the term ‘demand side flexibility’ to encompass  
five categories of flexible response:

1.  DSR by flexible load shifting (e.g. heating/cooling systems,  
business operations and appliances)*.

2. DSR by onsite generation*.

3. DSR by onsite energy storage*.

4. Distributed generation – for export.

5. Distributed energy storage – for export. 
 
* Demand side response (DSR): In response to a request from National Grid,  
business energy users can increase, decrease or shift electricity consumption  
at a particular moment in time. Customers can decide whether to respond  
to these requests or continue with their current electricity consumption.

1  National Infrastructure Commision 
(March 2016) Smart Power

2  Association for Decentralised 
Energy (July 2016) Flexibility on 
demand: Giving customers control 
to secure our electricity system.

Demand side flexibility – could save consumers 
up to £8bn a year by 2030 according to the 
National Infrastructure Commission1. 

Power Responsive year 2 focus – deeper and 
broader customer engagement, simpler products 
and evolution of the flexibility market.

Demand side flexibility – reduces the  
need for new conventional generation  
and network infrastructure.

£8bn
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Many I&C customers have already 
achieved savings through energy 
efficiency and are now seeking 
opportunities to save money and 
generate revenue through demand side 
flexibility. The level of engagement varies 
by sector and available assets. 
 
  Balancing Services – Reserve 

Bath NHS Foundation Trust uses its 
existing two 800 kW standby diesel 
generators to participate in Short Term 
Operating Reserve (STOR) and Triad 
management, combining essential 
testing of the generators with overall 
benefits of £40,000/MW for 2015–16.

  Peak Avoidance 
Bernard Matthews found that by 
shifting the lighting for their livestock  
by one hour to avoid peak times, they 
saved £40,000 while maintaining 
comfort levels.

  Balancing Services – Response 
Water companies are major power 
users. United Utilities is involved in winter 
peak avoidance, Short Term Operating 
Reserve (STOR) and Frequency 
Response, using flexibility from its water/
waste water pumping and waste water 
aeration processes. Over the next five 
years it intends to offer up to 50 MW of 
demand side flexibility subject to it being 
commercially viable.

  Balancing Services – Response 
Sainsbury’s sends a warning to  
all stores during Triads to reduce 
electricity use, with automatic turn 
down of air handling units via onsite 
Building Management Systems.  
The business also offers dynamic 
frequency response through heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 
systems and fridges. 
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Peak avoidance 
Bernard Matthews have saved £40,000  
by avoiding peak times in their energy use.

Opportunities and routes to market
As the System Operator, National Grid is currently the largest procurer  
of demand side flexibility services to help balance the electricity system  
on a second-by-second basis. National Grid is incentivised to deliver  
an efficient system, ensuring there is sufficient reserve electricity  
available on different timescales, at least cost to consumers.

Businesses benefiting from demand side flexibility

Available demand side flexibility markets to  
industrial & commercial (I&C) business customers include:

 Balancing Services – Reserve
  Balancing Services – Response
 The Capacity Market
  Peak Avoidance
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Balancing
Services

RESERVE 
Earning extra income from 
your assets by increasing, 
decreasing or shifting 
electricity consumption  
response time within minutes

Earning extra income from your 
assets by reducing, or shifting 
electricity consumption when 
electricity consumption is higher 
than available generation

Shifting electricity  
consumption away from  
times of peak demand to  
avoid high energy costs

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Earning extra income from your 
assets by automatically adjusting, 
consumption in real time to help
balance the grid response time 
within seconds

Balancing
Services

2.0

Two routes to market

1. Contracting  
2. Avoiding high network costs

For more information contact  
powerresponsive@nationalgrid.com

* Demand Aggregators, Suppliers  
and other Third Parties can help 
users access these opportunities  
and identify combinations that  
work best for them.



Customer insights
Both The Energyst and Ofgem have undertaken recent surveys to assess  
current demand side flexibility participation and potential. An overview  
of their findings can be seen below.

Industry insights

The Energyst’s survey 
Headlines from 191 demand side flexibility participants

    Eighty per cent of customers are contracted via an aggregator although some 
also contract directly with National Grid (20%) and through their Distribution 
Network Operator (DNO) (10%). 

    Around three quarters (76%) turn on standby generators or switch to onsite 
generation. 59% also decrease consumption; 24% increase consumption. 

    Generating income from assets was the main reason for participation (85%) 
followed by avoiding peak network charges (40%). 

    Almost nine in ten DSR providers (86%) said they are satisfied with the  
outcome of DSR participation. 

    Reasons cited for dissatisfaction include scheme instability and revenue  
uncertainty; increased CO2 emissions from turning on diesel generators;  
and poor response and support from DNOs. 

Ofgem’s DSR survey  
Headlines from over 100 I&C customers and DSR procurers

    One third of respondents participate in DSR. They currently provide around  
350 MW of demand reduction with over 400 MW of technically and  
commercially viable additional demand reduction potentially available.

      Translated to GB scale, the survey responses suggest a far greater untapped  
flexibility potential (c.3 GW for reducing demand and c.2 GW for increasing  
demand as a rough estimate). 

    DSR providers typically have higher electricity consumption and peak demand.
    A range of sources of potential flexibility are available – motors and pumps are 

most flexible, followed by lighting, although this is infrequently used.
  Regardless of DSR provision, two thirds of respondents have onsite generation.

A key challenge for Power Responsive in year 1 was to draw together  
data and analysis on the development of demand side flexibility in electricity 
markets, setting out baseline metrics to assess progress year-on-year. 
 

We have looked separately at: 

   Contracted markets –  
such as Balancing and Capacity –  
where good data is available.

  Self-dispatched activity –  
such as in the wholesale markets and 
also customer self-management of 
their network charges (through peak 
avoidance) – where there is limited data. 

Reserve and Response market size 
  Of the total expenditure on Reserve 

and Response Services in financial year 
2015/16 (Apr 15–Mar 16), 16%3 was on 
Non-Balancing Mechanism sources  
of flexibility.

  That equates to a spend of £46.17 
million spent on Reserve and  
Response in 2015/16 from demand  
side flexibility sources.

  The pie chart right breaks down  
the contribution by different  
flexibility sources. 

Reserve and Response Balancing Service Expenditure 2015/16 
Costs (£m) by Demand Side Flexibility Category

Energy generation 
Around three quarters (76%) turn  
on standby generators or switch  
to onsite generation

DSR participation 
One third of survey respondents 
participate in DSR

76%

33%
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 Total BM (Generation) 
 £240.52/84%

 CHP (NBM) £0.78/< 1%

 Distributed Generation (NBM)  
 £35.19/12%

 DSR by Onsite Generation (NBM)  
 £2.45/1%

 DSR by Flexible Load (NBM) 
 £7.01/3%

 Other (NBM) £0.74/< 1% 

BM  Balancing Mechanism  
(traditional generation)

NBM  Non-Balancing Mechanism  
(non-traditional demand  
side flexibility)

3.0

4.0

3       16% includes all five  
categories of flexibility – 
not just load shifting.



Contracted Future Capability –
DSR Volume (MW)

Contracted Future Capability –
DSR Spend (£ million)
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Industry insights continued

Capacity Market

The Capacity Market aims to ensure that 
there is sufficient capacity available in the 
electricity market to meet projected levels 
of future demand, ensuring security of 
electricity supply. It does this by providing 
payment to existing and prospective 
generators and demand side providers, 
in return for a commitment to provide 
capacity during a system stress event. 
 
  Over 1000 MW of DSR has been 

contracted in the Capacity Market  
up to 2020 – a £24.65 million spend.

  ~450 MW of unproven DSR was 
contracted for £18k per MW 
for delivery in 2019/20 in the 
Capacity Market.

  ~475 MW was contracted for £27.5k 
per MW for delivery in 2016/17 in 
Transitional Arrangements auctions.

Triad avoidance

Transmission Network Use of System 
(TNUoS) charges, for the operation, 
maintenance and building of transmission 
networks, are placed on suppliers. The 
suppliers then pass these costs through  
to their customers. 

For customers with half-hourly settlement 
it is possible to opt to pay transmission 
charges directly and potentially reduce 
annual TNUoS charges by curbing demand 
during the three annual Triad periods.

  There has been an increase of 11 
observed Triad avoidance days from 
2014/15 to 2015/16.

  There has been a 0.8 GW increase in 
max demand response activity on Triad 
avoidance from 2014/15 to 2015/16.

  Triad avoidance may represent an 
indicative transmission cost saving  
of £30–50k per MW.

STOR expenditure April 15 – March 16

STOR (Short Term Operating Reserve)  
is one of the Balancing Reserve markets. 
In this, businesses can receive financial 
incentives for a) making themselves available 
to provide flexibility and b) providing their 
flexibility when called upon. The table on  
the right summarises expenditure for both  
of these payments by type of provision.
 
 
BM Balancing Mechanism

NBM Non-Balancing Mechanism

Availability Expenditure – £33.68 million

£21.89m – Distributed Generation (NBM)

£8.92m – Total BM (Generation)

£1.8m – DSR by Onsite Gen (NBM)

£0.72m – Other (NBM)

£0.23m – CHP (NBM)

£0.12m – DSR by Flexible Load (NBM))

Utilisation Expenditure – £17 million

£8.84m – Distributed Generation (NBM)

£6.86m – Total BM (Generation) 

£0.64m – DSR by Onsite Gen (NBM)

£0.55m – CHP (NBM)

£0.08m – DSR by Flexible Load (NBM)

£0.03m – Other (NBM) 
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Winter Observed Triad Max Demand Response   
Period Avoidance Days Activity on Triad Avoidance (GW)
  
2009/10 15  1.0

2010/11 14  1.2

2011/12 21  1.2

2012/13 14  1.2

2013/14 22  1.8

2014/15 24  1.2

2015/16 35  2.0

Triad avoidance savings 
Triad avoidance may represent an indicative 
transmission cost saving of £30-50k per MW

Triad avoidance days 
  Increase of 11 observed Triad avoidance days 
from 2014/15 to 2015/16

4.0

With thanks to Sustainability First for 
their continued contribution to the 
Power Responsive programme of work.


